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Abstract
During the last years, much progress has been made in hierarchical planning towards domain-independent systems that 
come with sophisticated techniques to solve planning problems instead of relying on advice in the input model. Several of 
these novel methods have been integrated into the PANDA framework, which is a software system to reason about hierarchi-
cal planning tasks. Besides solvers for planning problems based on plan space search, progression search, and translation 
to propositional logic, it also includes techniques for related problems like plan repair, plan and goal recognition, or plan 
verification. These various techniques share a common infrastructure, like e.g. a standard input language or components 
for grounding and reachability analysis. This article gives an overview over the PANDA framework, introduces the basic 
techniques from a high level perspective, and surveys the literature describing the diverse components in detail.

1 Introduction

Planning is the task of finding a course of action that fulfills 
the goal(s) of an agent. The task is usually solved based on 
a model that describes an environment and how to change 
it. Hierarchical planning [14, 23] comes with an additional 
hierarchy on the tasks that describes how an abstract task can 
be divided into more concrete ones. During the last years, 
much progress has been made, not only regarding solving 
techniques [1, 2, 8–11, 15, 19, 33, 34, 36, 42, 44], but also 
preprocessing (e.g. grounding and reachability analysis [12, 
39]), and related tasks like plan and goal recognition or plan 
verification [3, 7, 29].

Much of this recent work has been done based on the 
PANDA framework1. PANDA stands for Planning and A
cting in a Network Decomposition Architecture. In its 
very beginning, it was a single planning system based on 
plan space search, combining Partial Order Causal Link 

techniques with Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning 
to an approach called hybrid planning [20, 40]. Search guid-
ance was based on syntactical comparison of different parts 
of the search space [40, 41]. Over time, solving techniques 
have been advanced and additional functionalities have been 
integrated. Now it combines work on diverse topics related 
to hierarchical planning and has recently been used to inte-
grate planning capabilities into several other systems [4, 13, 
16].

While having such a framework of reasoners sharing the 
same infrastructure like a common input language simplifies 
the development and comparison of new techniques, there 
has also been an issue we want to resolve with this article: 
by now, the PANDA framework consists (among others) of 
three completely different planning approaches [8, 18, 33] 
– yet all of them are referred to as PANDA since they are 
part of this framework; this led to confusion.

In this article, we give a detailed outline of the plan-
ning approaches and other functionalities that are part of 
the PANDA framework. Due to limited space, we focus on 
recent work. We give a high-level description of each func-
tionality and the respective solving technique(s) realized 
in PANDA and an elaborated survey of the corresponding 
literature, including pointers to discussions of related work 
and benchmark results.
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2  Hierarchical Planning

We start with an informal introduction of the problem 
classes supported by PANDA. In hierarchical planning, 
there are two types of tasks: so-called primitive tasks are 
equivalent to actions in classical planning, they hold pre-
conditions and effects, are directly executable in the envi-
ronment, and cause propositional state features to change, 
i.e., they implicitly define a state transition system similar 
to a deterministic finite automaton. Abstract tasks repre-
sent a more abstract thing to do, like “deliver package P 
at position A”. They cannot be executed in a single step 
and need to be decomposed.

The model includes a set of rules on how to do this, 
called (decomposition) methods. A method is a pair con-
sisting of an abstract task specifying which task may be 
decomposed by the method and a partially ordered (multi-)
set of subtasks (that may be primitive or abstract). When 
the method is applied, the abstract task that is decom-
posed is removed and replaced by the subtasks. When the 
decomposed task was ordered with respect to other tasks, 
the inserted subtasks inherit its ordering relations. Decom-
position is similar to rule application in formal grammars. 
However, the “left-hand side” of the rules only contain a 
single abstract task, and the “right-hand side” is partially 
ordered. Such a grammar is able to represent a (non-con-
text-free) subset of the context-sensitive languages [27, 
28].

The set of tasks to do is maintained in task networks 
that form a partially ordered (multi-)set of tasks. The plan-
ning process starts with one or more initial tasks that are 
usually abstract. They are decomposed until all remaining 
tasks are primitive.

To be a solution, such a task network containing only 
primitive tasks must be executable, i.e., there must be a 
linearization of all contained tasks (in line with the order-
ing constraints imposed by the decompositions) that can 
be applied in the initial state of the system.

This most basic formalism is called Hierarchical Task 
Network (HTN) planning [23], but there is a large set of 

slightly different formalisms. A summary has been given 
by Bercher et al. [14]. It has been shown that HTN plan-
ning can describe undecidable problems like the intersec-
tion problem of context-free grammars [23].

HTN planning forms the core of the PANDA system. 
However, parts of PANDA can also deal with problems 
where abstract tasks hold preconditions and effects that 
impose a certain structure in methods decomposing it (see 
Bercher et al. [17] for an overview). Another variant sup-
ported is HTN planning with task insertion (TIHTN). Here, 
the planning system needs to decompose the initial tasks, 
but is allowed to insert actions apart from the hierarchy. This 
makes the problem decidable [24], but less expressive [27].

3  The PANDA Framework

While the first versions of PANDA have been developed in 
JAVA, the recent work has been done in C++. PANDA is 
available under GPLv3 license.

An overview of its functionality is given in Fig. 1. Each 
box represents one functionality. For some of them, more 
than one approach has been realized. Different approaches 
are given inside the respective box, each with the literature 
describing it. The following sections describe each function-
ality and approach.

3.1  A Common Infrastructure

At the left of Fig. 1, two basic functionalities are given that 
are used by many other components: The standard input lan-
guage HDDL [30] and our grounding procedure that inte-
grates a reachability analysis [12].

3.1.1  The Problem Definition Language HDDL

A common language for problem definition is very important 
for a field of research. For system developers it enables the 
simple comparison of their solvers. It might lead to a com-
mon set of benchmark problems to judge the performance 
and the progress in the field. For users wanting to integrate 

Problem Definition (Sec. 3.1)
◦ HDDL definition [30]

Preprocessing (Sec. 3.1)
◦ Grounding & reachability [12]

Plan Verification (Sec. 3.6)
◦ Compilation to planning [29]
◦ Compilation to prop. logic [7]

Automated Planning (Sec. 3.2)
◦ Plan space search [15,16,18,21,22]
◦ Progression search [31–34,36]
◦ Compilation to propositional logic for

◦ Totally ordered problems [8]
◦ Partially ordered problems [9–11]

Mixed Initiative Planning (Sec. 3.2)
◦ Change requests [5]

Plan Explanation (Sec. 3.3)
◦ Causal & hierar. explan. [16,43]

Goal Recognition (Sec. 3.4)
◦ Compilation to planning [29]

Plan Repair (Sec. 3.5)
◦ Via plan space search [16]
◦ Compilation to planning [35]

Fig. 1  Overview of the functionalities integrated in the PANDA framework. Each box represents a functionality. For each of them, a list of the 
different approaches and the corresponding literature is given
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planners into their systems, it means that they do not have to 
commit to a planning system before modeling their specific 
problem. They can describe it in the standard language and 
try which planning system fits their needs afterwards.

In classical planning there is such a language, called 
Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [25]. We 
developed the Hierarchical Domain Definition Language 
(HDDL), an extension to PDDL to support the definition of 
hierarchical planning problems, and proposed it as common 
input language [30]. It is the official input language for the 
International Planning Competition (IPC) 2020. We tried to 
stay as close as possible to the PDDL standard and created 
it as syntactical extension to it. We hope that this helps to 
share techniques and tools not only in the HTN community 
but also between classical and hierarchical planning.

3.1.2  Grounding and Reachability Analysis

The models used to define planning problems usually sup-
port variables to make them more compact, but many plan-
ning systems (also most solvers in the PANDA framework) 
need grounded (i.e. variable-free) models as input. Dur-
ing the grounding process, variables in the definition are 
replaced by all possible constants. An optimal grounding 
would include exactly those instantiations that may occur 
in at least one solution. However, it is infeasible to com-
pute this set. Instead, an over-approximation is calculated. 
To enable an efficient planning process, the set should be as 
small as possible.

There has been little work on grounding hierarchical 
problems [39]. In classical planning there are techniques 
for state-based reachability analysis that can be reused in 
the hierarchical setting. Hierarchical reachability can also 
be used to make the grounding smaller. Only those elements 
reachable via state and hierarchy need to be included into 
the grounded model.

Besides the final size of the grounded model, a seri-
ous problem in practice is its intermediate size during the 
grounding process. We developed an approach that combines 
a fast generation with a small size of the final grounding 
[12]. The paper also contains benchmark results against the 
only other system from the literature.

3.2  Planning with PANDA

While PANDA comes with a limited support to plan lifted, 
all heuristics and both progression search and the transla-
tion to propositional logic only support ground planning. 
This means that a model will pass the grounding process 
(Sect. 3.1.2) before starting planning.

For a discussion of related work on search-based HTN 
planning, we refer to Bercher et al. [15] and Höller et al. 
[36], for one on SAT-based approaches to Behnke et al. [10]. 

The given papers also contain benchmark results including 
systems from related work.

3.2.1  Heuristic Search in Plan Space

In HTN planning, there are two standard search techniques, 
plan space search and progression search, which is similar 
to state space search in classical planning. The basic char-
acteristic of plan space search is that the system maintains a 
partial ordering between the tasks in search nodes. That way 
such systems benefit from a very compact representation of 
the search space (because a system that cannot deal with 
partial ordering has to represent all linearizations instead), 
but suffers from poor information about the “current state” 
during search (because the ordering of actions in a plan is 
not yet fixed). The latter might be a problem when comput-
ing (or designing) heuristics. The search algorithm used by 
the PANDA plan space search is described by Bercher et al. 
[16, 18].

PANDA comes with several heuristics to guide plan space 
search. Early ones were based on landmarks [21, 22]—tasks 
that need to be in every plan. Landmarks were calculated on 
a finite structure representing the space of possible decom-
positions of the abstract tasks in the current task network, 
called the Task Decomposition Graph (TDG). Recent heuris-
tics [15] are still based on the TDG, but instead of calculat-
ing landmarks, they estimate the costs to reach a plan. The 
decomposition structure underlying an HTN model can be 
seen as an AND/OR tree [26, Chapter 11]. Abstract tasks 
form OR nodes since there are several options (methods) 
on how to decompose them. Methods form AND nodes, 
because all subtasks need to be processed. To calculate the 
heuristics, we assign actions their costs, methods the sum of 
the costs of their subtasks, and abstract tasks the minimum 
of all applicable methods. Costs need to be updated until 
they converged (which can be done efficiently). The basic 
process is optimized by integrating state-based reachability 
information [15].

Two heuristics have been introduced based on this 
approach [15]. The TDG

m
 heuristic estimates goal distance 

in search space and is thus well-suited to guide the search. 
The TDG

c
 heuristic estimates costs of actions that need to 

be added to the plan to transform it to a solution. It is admis-
sible and can thus be used to find plans with minimal action 
costs.

3.2.2  Heuristic Progression Search

In progression search, the planner builds the plan in a for-
ward manner only processing tasks that have no predeces-
sor in the ordering relations of the current task network. It 
thereby commits to a totally ordered prefix of the plan. That 
way, the current state is fully specified during search and 
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may be used to calculate heuristics. However, systems from 
the literature rely on advice in the model instead.

We introduced a heuristic progression search system based 
on a method to use arbitrary heuristics from classical planning 
to guide the search [33, 34, 36]. To be able to use classical 
heuristics, we model the process of a bottom-up creation of 
the AND/OR tree (described in the last section) into a classi-
cal planning problem. This model is called the Relaxed Com-
position model (because methods in the encoding are applied 
bottom-up, composing tasks) and the family of resulting heu-
ristics RC heuristics. A classical heuristic applied to the RC 
model estimates the number of action and method applica-
tions necessary to transform the current search node into a 
plan. Our approach results in informed heuristics for HTN 
planning. It can be used to create heuristics with interesting 
theoretical properties, e.g., admissible heuristics [11].

We recently described two new heuristic approaches. In 
the family of heuristics presented in Höller et al. [32], we 
first relax the delete effects in all actions and the ordering 
relations in all methods and then solve the resulting problem 
using integer programming.

A novel method for landmark (LM) extraction in HTN 
planning is presented in Höller and Bercher [31]. We use 
the resulting LMs in a LM count heuristic.

3.2.3  Translation to Propositional Logic

A major challenge when creating heuristics in HTN plan-
ning is that they need to be informed about the hierarchy 
and the state transition system induced by the set of actions. 
Translation-based approaches overcome this problem. When 
a problem is e.g. translated to propositional logic, the solver 
has a single logic model representing both. We integrated 
a translation encoding HTN planning problems into propo-
sitional logic. To translate the (undecidable) HTN problem 
into a decidable formalism, we bound the depth of decom-
position in possible solutions. When the generated proposi-
tional formula is satisfiable, a plan has been found and can 
be returned. If not, the bound is increased. Due to undecid-
ability of HTN planning, it is in general not possible to stop 
this process without getting an incomplete overall procedure.

We have introduced several translations. The first one has 
been specialized to problems where the subtasks of every 
method and the initial task network are totally ordered [8]. 
Other encodings can deal with arbitrary problems [9, 10]. 
Recently we introduced an encoding to find plans with a 
minimal number of actions [11].

3.2.4  Change Requests

The plans generated by PANDA are frequently used as the 
basis for providing assistance to a human user [4, 13, 16]. 
To this end, the plan is presented step-by-step and the user is 

instructed to perform the actions. Despite the plan being cor-
rect and goal-leading, a user might not be content with the 
presented instructions and may want to request changes to 
it. As such, PANDA’s SAT-based planner contains a compo-
nent that is able to handle these requests. We assume that the 
requests are transformed into formulae in Linear Temporal 
Logic (LTL [37]), which can be done by using pattern-based 
techniques. We then transform the formulae into clauses that 
can be added to any of PANDA’s propositional encodings of 
HTN planning [5].

3.3  Plan Explanation

When integrating planning into other systems, there are sev-
eral tasks to solve that are related to plan generation. Several 
of them can be solved with PANDA.

When autonomous agents have contact to humans or 
even work cooperatively with them, they need to be able 
to explain their behavior (i.e., the plans). There are differ-
ent kinds of explanations. The PANDA framework includes 
techniques to explain why a certain action has been included 
into the plan [16, 43]. Explanations are thereby either based 
on the causal structure of the plan, i.e., on the relationship of 
the preconditions and effects of actions, or on the decompo-
sition structure, i.e., on the abstract task the action in ques-
tion is part of.

3.4  Plan and Goal Recognition

Plan and Goal Recognition (PGR) is the task of infer-
ring the goal(s) and plan of an observed agent. The task is 
solved based on a model describing the agent’s behavior 
and a sequence of actions executed by it. There are several 
approaches using classical planning models to represent the 
agent’s behavior and compile the PGR problem into a series 
of classical planning problems [38].

PANDA includes a translation-based approach that sup-
ports full HTN planning to describe the behavior that shall be 
recognized [29]. This allows to recognize much more complex 
behavior than using classical planning [27, 28]. Like in clas-
sical planning, our approach compiles a PGR problem into 
a standard planning problem (an HTN problem in our case). 
This is done on the lifted model. The resulting problem can be 
solved by any standard HTN planning system. A discussion of 
related work is given by Höller et al. [29, Sec. 2].

3.5  Plan Repair

When the execution of a plan fails, there are two options: the 
planning process may be started again from the new system 
state (re-planning), or the old plan may be modified to deal 
with the failure (plan repair).
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In HTN planning, re-planning is not an option because 
the hierarchy induces constraints on plans not represented 
in the state space of the system. Think about an agent that 
needs to go to some target position and has to take the 
same path back to its initial position. When the road system 
contains loops, this cannot easily be modeled using state 
because state is (usually) finite. It is, however, no problem 
in hierarchical planning. When the execution of such a plan 
is just aborted and it is re-planned when the agent fails to do 
something at the target position, the information about the 
way back is lost. Therefore it is necessary to develop plan 
repair mechanisms for hierarchical planning.

We developed an approach [35] based on our PGR encod-
ing that compiles the original model together with the bro-
ken plan into a new planning problem. This is done on the 
lifted model and the generated problem is a common plan-
ning problem. It can thus be solved using arbitrary planning 
systems. An exhaustive discussion of related work can be 
found in Höller et al. [35].

3.6  Plan Verification

For the IPC 2020 we developed a plan verifier that checks 
whether a solution is correct based on the action sequence 
and all decomposition steps leading to it. Having the decom-
position steps makes the task computationally feasible and 
allows to return a meaningful explanation of errors. Thus it 
is a useful feature to check whether planning systems work 
correctly.

However, planners usually do not return decomposition 
steps. Their reconstruction is NP-complete [6]. There are 
situations where this is necessary, e.g. when any form of 
post-processing is applied, like post-optimization or a very 
simple form of change requests. We developed two solvers 
for the task: One based on the PGR encoding [29] enforcing 
the whole plan as prefix and one based on a translation to 
propositional logic [7].

4  Conclusion

The PANDA framework combines a large set of functionali-
ties related to hierarchical planning. For users, this enables 
solving various problems using the same software system; 
developers can re-use internal components. However, it 
makes the system hard to overlook. In this article we give 
an overview of the framework, introduce each functionality 
and approach realized for it, and give pointers to the cor-
responding literature.
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